East Central Railway
(Railway Recruitment Cell)
Polson complex, Dighaghat, Patna-800011
Tele.No.0612-2560029 & 2560035
Website: www.rrcecr.gov.in Email:rrcecr@yahoo.co.in
Notice No.10/2019 dt.26/06/2019
Publication of provisional part panel for recruitment to the posts in Level-1 of 7th CPC
pay matrix against CEN: 02/18, dtd.10.02.2018.
1. Provisional part panel of 3908 candidates for recruitment in posts in Level-1 of 7th
CPC pay matrix on ECR is declared herewith. This part panel is purely provisional and
does not give any right to any candidate for job in railway. If any malpractice or
manipulation/shortcomings in documents is detected at any stage, even after joining
there candidature will be terminated and the individual will be liable for criminal
action or any legal action as applicable.
2. The provisional part panel is prepared on the basis of overall merit rank in computer
based test and on being declared fit in medical categories for recruitment to the posts
in level-1 of 7th CPC pay matrix. The seniority of the candidate selected will be
decided as per the merit position in the panel.
3. This is purely provisional part panel and Roll no. of some candidates has not been
declared due to non-availability of medical fitness, dispute in caste status and some
other relevant reasons like on-going examination of genuinity of candidates due to
non-matching of bio-matrix of candidates at time of document verification.
4. Position of candidate is assigned on merit basis but allocation of post done as per
collaborating merit position with medical requirement attached with post. Allocation
of post not done to such candidates who is not fulfilling medical standard of post as
available for their merit position.
5. Allotment of posts/Divisions/Units has been done as per community-wise vacancy
position collaborating medical fitness and option exercised by the candidates.
6. While due care has been taken in preparing the provisional part panel, allocation of
Unit/Divisions & Post allotment, yet RRC/ECR reserves the right to make any
amendments to the provisionally declared panel, post and division at any subsequent
stage as per administrative/organisational requirements or if found any abnormalities.
Even if any discrepancies or malpractices are noticed or bought to the notice of
RRC/ECR, then RRC reserves the right to delete/rectify the name of any candidates
from notified panel at any stage. The decision of Chairman/RRC/ECR shall be final.
7. The offer of appointment shall be sent separately by the respective Units/Divisions
where the candidates are allotted.
8. Final merit position shall be declared at a later stage.
9. For any details, candidates are advised to visit the website of RRC/ECR i.e.
www.rrcecr.gov.in. For forthcoming panel likely to be published in the future,
candidate should visit the website of RRC/ECR.
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